
Awalk along the river

22nd  April, the Earth Day

A walk along the river 
to enjoy the beauties of the 

River Olona and to celebrate 
the Earth day



Earth Day Network, the organization that leads Earth Day 
worldwide, announced that Earth Day 2018 will focus on 
mobilizing the world to End Plastic Pollution, including 

creating support for a global effort to eliminate single-use 
plastics along with global regulation for the disposal of 

plastics. EDN will educate millions of people about the health 
and other risks associated with the use and disposal of plastics, 

including pollution of our oceans, water, and wildlife, and about 
the growing body of evidence that decomposing plastics are 

creating serious global problems. 



#1. Plant tree 
This is a most valuable
activity that only adults
can do best. So plant a
tree and give that a name.
You enjoy tree plantation.
The tree grows as you
give that daily water or
take care of that.
Afterwards, you get the
benefit of that. This earth
day is activity is most
beneficial for the
environmental pollution
reduction. The earth looks
good with the tree
everywhere.

Done



#2. Save Petrol, Save Energy
On Earth Day, which is on 22nd April, you can save petrol
and opt for such activities which consume less or no petrol
at all. You can commute to your destination simply by
walking if it is walk able distance for you. Moreover, you
can also go to your destination by riding a bike or share
your cars and bikes by pooling them with your friends and
neighbors. The lesser the cars on road, the environment is
safer and pollution- free.

#3. Say no to paper bills and say yes to digital bills
In fact, you can save millions of trees from cutting down by
approving digital bills. If any shopkeeper offer you paper
bills after you finish your purchases, then you must say no
to such bills and instead opt for digital bills. You can tell
them to send the bill and other invoices online at your mail
ID.



#6. Despise drinking bottled water

Plastic causes great harm to our environment and animals. If you bur plastic it will
choke our environment and causes massive air pollution. On the other hand, if
these plastics go the animal’s stomach it will choke them to death. If you stop
using plastic bottled water it will save our environment and our animals.
Moreover, there are also better alternatives to store water. Plastic causes only harm
to the environment and it is also important to note that plastic cannot be destroyed.



#4. Save water, and fix leakages

Water is an important element of life.
The disappearance of water means end
of Earth. There are many water pipes
and taps around you which always have
leakage problems. Here, daily drop by
drop water flows away and cause lots of
water loss. So, on this day you must take
an initiative to fix all the leakages of all
the tap and pipes and save many liters of
water.

#5. Keep clean your nearby area

This is not only for the earth day but
everyone should do this task every day.
The earth day is wonderful day that you
can do any cleaning task with your
friends. The earth day must become
clean day in your life. Collect plastics
bottles, cans and other waste stuffs that
you through anywhere.



Let’e save the environment

Competition

You will be divided in teams  

Photo contest
Quizz
Games



Teams
• Solar energy Marc Herreros Albalat , Elena Català, 

Pesci Andrea, Siino Erica, Sastri
• Wind power Joan Freixas Pages, Antonia Aguirre

Donoso, Valota Carlo, Chiodini Gianluca, La Rocca
• Wave power Elisa Ahlback Norris, Diza Wilkman, Moret

Gianluca, Borella Lucrezia,
• Hydropower Lorena Alina Przesmyoka, Agnes Hoas, 

Cavaliere Alessandro , Colombo Tommaso
• Bio energy Julia Viana, Ivar Rydgren, Lorenzo Rossin, 

Francesco Raimondi
• Geothermal energy Aleksandra Kabakchieva, Luis Miguel, 

Mondini Ilaria, Ruggero,



THE MILLS PARK                                                                                                   
LPSI – LOCAL PARK OF MILLS 

SUPRA – MUNICIPAL INTEREST                       

The Mills Plis includes part of
territories in Legnano, San
Vittore Olona, Canegrate,
Parabiago and Nerviano districts.
It was officially approved in 2008
and today has an extension of
about 3000 acres (5 km^2). The
Park extends into one of the most
urbanized region of Metropolitan
Area of Milan preserving part of
land left by the growing urban
system along the Olona river, the
Villoresi canal and the Bozzente
stream.

It’s just around the corner



It has many features held as well, wetlands, mills, rural, religious,
historical buildings and irrigation equipped public areas.
Pedestrians and cyclists can pass through the park of about ten
kilometres, from Legnano to Lainate, runs along most of the Olona
river and the Villoresi Canal, long the Olona, Canale Villoresi.







Ten points





THE FOPPA
The 

“wetland” 
of San
Vittore 
Olona.

The wetland contains a wide range of natural habitats including
marsh areas and ponds with flowing, sweet, brackish or salty water.
There are places where the water gets together with the land to
create special and unique environments like “the Foppa of San
Vittore Olona”. There are different types of wetlands, the “Foppa”
originates from an “oxbow lake”, an ancient remnant of the Olona
river, deserted in the past and then progressively covered with plant
life.



THE FOPPA
The “wetland” of San Vittore Olona.

Fortunately “the Foppa” has survived up to the present days due
to the actions of Municipal Administration, the Olona Viva
Association and the contribution of “Consorzio del Fiume Olona e
del Parco dei Mulini” (Olona Ruver and Mills Park Group). Actions
have mainly cared about keeping the plant life development safe
and checking the river water, constantly provided by the “Bellona
irrigation ditch”, as it once was.

50 points

Ten points















INHABITANTS OF THE FOPPA
The charming countryside around it has many features relating to
a lot of local arboreal species and includes several ecosystems
where specific flora and fauna develop. In fact in this area, the
LIPU (Lega Italiana Protezione Uccelli – Birds Protection Italian
League) recognized ninety kinds of sedentary and migrant birds
showing this wetland as a perfect habitat to their survival.
Migrant species travel thousands of kilometres twice a years
reaching this place to breed or simply to spend winter due to ideal
conditions.

Ten
Points!!



ECOSYSTEM
FAUNA: Blue Dragonfly, Frog, Duck (Mallard Duck), Moorhen,
Grey Heron.





ECOSYSTEM
FLORA: Lisca, Tifa, Elderberry, Duckweed.














































































































































